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This paper is a revised and expanded version of a paper entitled ‘Remote login
password authentication scheme using tangent theorem on circle’ presented at
FICTA 2014, Bhubaneswar, India, 14–15 Novenber 2014.

1

Introduction

Since the inception of computer networks, their necessity has been very high. Almost all
the people in the world depend on the computer networks for different purposes. In a
network environment, a person can access resources or services remotely and to access
resources remotely we depend on a communication channel. The communication
channels may not secure all the time due to an opponent who always tries to collect the
information from the communication channels and wants to use for own benefit or to
harm someone. The unauthorised access and unauthorised services are the major
problems for remote login mechanism. Therefore, an appropriate security mechanism is
required that can verify the legitimacy of a legal user and the service provider as well,
before the actual exchange of services. A remote login authentication scheme, especially
in a distributed environment affects all users for different purposes. So there is always a
need to have secure algorithms and several researchers are involved in developing secure
methods to achieve all the security goals and requirements. These methods prevent the
hampering of information travelling on an insecure channel. Since the first remote login
authentication mechanism (Lamport, 1981), many researchers have developed very
secure schemes that have numerous features using various approaches. However, almost
all the schemes have some security breach due to the lack of some feature or some design
issue.

2

Related work

Among the different approaches (Wu, 1995; Chien et al., 2001; Wang, 2003; Kumar
et al., 2010; Liaw, 1995; Liaw and Lei, 1995; Das et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2004, 2009;
Wen and Li, 2012; Juan and Zou, 2013; Chaturvedi et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2014; Leu
and Hsieh, 2014; Ramesh and Bhaskaran, 2014; Karuppiah and Saravanan, 2014; Kumari
and Om, 2015; Lee et al., 2013), some researchers have developed the remote login
schemes using geometric approach, which was first discussed by Wu (1995) with simple
implementation in the Euclidean plane. The Wu’s scheme was modified by Chien et al.
(2001) in 2001. In 2003, Wang (2003) proposed a scheme using a circle in n-dimensional
space. In 2004, Wang et al. (2004) pointed out that the scheme (Chien et al., 2001) was
vulnerable to the replaying attack and dictionary attack. In 2010, Kumar et al. proposed
an authentication scheme based on sphere (Kumar et al., 2010). This scheme, however
lacks some features like use anonymity, earlier detection of wrong password. Meanwhile,
different schemes have been proposed using geometry (Liaw, 1995; Liaw and Lei, 1995;
Wang, 2003), but all of them do not provide all requirements. In 2004, Das et al. (2004)
presented a dynamic ID-based remote user authentication scheme using smart cards.
They pointed out that their scheme did not maintain any verifier table and could resist the
replay attack, forgery attack, guessing attack, and insider attack. However, in 2009, Wang
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et al. (2009) pointed out that the Das et al.’s scheme could not resist the impersonation
attack and also did not achieve mutual authentication. In 2012, Wen and Li pointed out
that the Wang et al.’s scheme was vulnerable to the impersonation attack. Just through
intercepting and modifying the messages transmitted on public networks, an adversary
could impersonate the legal user to login the server. Moreover, an insider user who has
registered with the remote server can reveal some secret information of the server and
other users. They improved that scheme so that it could resist impersonation attack,
avoiding partial information leakage and providing anonymity for the users (Wen and Li,
2012). In 2013, Juan and Zou pointed out that the Wen and Li’s scheme could not
withstand the insider attack and forward secrecy and the user can be traced out though
eavesdropping the user’s login request message on the public networks. They also
proposed secure dynamic-ID remote user authentication scheme using ECC (Juan and
Zou, 2013).
In 2013, Chaturvedi et al. (2013) proposed a scheme based on the exponential
computation, which makes it costly as it needs more bits for authentication message. In
2014, Zang et al. (2014) proposed the first authentication scheme with anonymity for SIP,
but its login and password change phase was not so efficient. In the same year, Leu and
Hsieh (2014) proposed a dynamic ID-based remote user authentication scheme for
distributed environment using the smart cards. After some time of the development of
this scheme, Ramesh and Bhaskaran (2014) pointed out that the Leu et al.’s scheme was
vulnerable to the impersonation attack, leak verifier attack, stolen smart card attack. In
the same year, Karuppiah and Saravanan (2014) proposed a secure scheme; however its
communication cost was high due to exponentiation. In this paper, we propose a scheme
using geometry that fulfills all the security requirements. We also enhance the security
and computational cost of the scheme (Kumari and Om, 2015) by providing the user
anonymity and using a hash function to compute the points on the plane instead of the
exponential function.

3

Proposed scheme

Our scheme has four phases: initialisation, registration, login, authentication and
password change phases.

3.1 Initialisation phase
Let RS be a remote server that performs the following actions.
Choose two distinct very large prime numbers p and q and compute the following:
n = p×q
Φ(n) = ( p − 1) × (q − 1)

Choose an integer e such that gcd(e, Φ(n)) = 1 and 1 < eΦ(n).
Then compute a secret key d such that e.d = 1modΦ(n).
RS keeps the secret key d.
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3.2 Registration phase
Assume that the new user Ui wants to register with the server. For this following steps are
performed.
•

new user chooses his own identity IDi and password PWi and selects a number bi

•

he sends IDi and f(PWi ⊕ bi) to remote server (RS)

•

RS calculates the pairs of points on XY-plane: C = (Cxi , C yi ) and D = ( Dxi , Dyi ),
where

Cxi = f ( IDi || e ) mod n,
C yi = f ( IDi || d ) mod n,

Dxi = f ( IDi ⊕ e ) mod n,
Dyi = f ( f ( PWi ⊕ bi ) || e ) mod n
•

RS constructs a line Li passing through the points C and D

•

RS randomly chooses a point M i = ( M xi , M yi ) on line Li

•

RS computes HPWi = f ( f ( PWi ) || C yi ) mod n

•

RS stores {Mi, HPWi, e, n} message in the smart card and delivers it to user Ui

•

user inserts bi into the smart card.

The registration phase is graphically shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1

Registration phase
Y
C

M

D
X

3.3 Login phase
When the user Ui wants to login to the server, he keys in his identity IDi and password
PWi. Then, the smart card performs the following:
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Obtain current login time T from the system.

•

Compute the point D = ( Dxi , Dyi ) as
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Dxi = f ( IDi ⊕ e ) mod n,
Dyi = f ( f ( PWi ⊕ bi ) || e ) mod n.

•

Redraw line Lc passing through the points Di and Mi.

•

Compute slope mi of line Lc.

•

Ccmpute Cxi = f ( IDi || e) mod n.

•

Compute C yi by substituting Cxi in the equation of line Lc.

•

Compute HPWi* = f ( f ( PWi ⊕ bi ) || C yi ) mod n.

•

Compare HPWi* with HPWi that is already stored in smart card. They match,
proceed; otherwise terminate the session.

•

Compute Vi = f (mi || C yi || Dyi || T ).

•

Choose a random number rc.

•

Compute V2 = V1 ⊕ rc.

•

Compute Ri = f(V2 || V1) mod n.

•

Draw a circle in xy-plane using the point C = (Cxi , C yi ) as its centre and Ri as its
radius.

•

Take a random point E on line Lc.

•

Through the point E, draw a tangent on a circle which touches the circle at point N.

•

Draw a line from the centre C to the tangent point N. By tangent theorem, the line
CN is perpendicular to the tangent line. Thus, < MTC = 90° (refer to Figure 2).

•

By Pythagoras theorem
ENi2 = ( ECi2 − CN i2 ) mod n, where CN i = Ri

•

Compute V3 = f ( EN i2 || rc ) mod n.

•

Compute CIDi = (IDi ⊕ T)e mod n.

•

Compute point E * = ( E xi ⊕ IDi , E yi ⊕ IDi ) mod n.

•

Send the authentication message {CIDi, V2, V3, E*, T} to server.
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Figure 2

Login phase
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3.4 Authentication phase
Upon receiving a login request at time T′, the server RS performs the following:
•

Check if the transmission time (T′ – T) is within the legal tolerant interval ΔT. If
(T′ – T) < ΔT, then proceed; otherwise terminate the login request.

•

Decrypt CIDi and compute IDi as

(

)

IDi = ( CIDi ) ⊕ T mod n.
d

•

Check the correctness of the format of IDi to continue.

•

Compute the point E (Ex, Ey) as: ( Ex* ⊕ IDi , Ex* ⊕ IDi ) mod n.

•

Compute Cxi = f ( IDi || e) mod n and C yi = f ( IDi || d ) mod n.

•

Using the points C and E, draw line Ls.

•

Compute slope ni of line Ls.

•

Compute Dxi = f ( IDi ⊕ e) mod n.

•

Compute Dyi by substituting Dxi in the equation of line Ls.

•

Compute Vi* = f (ni || C yi || Dyi || T ).

•

Compute Ri* = f (V2* || V1* ) mod n.

•

Draw a circle in xy-plane using the point C (Cxi , C yi ) as centre and Ri* as radius.
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Equation of the circle is

( x − Cx )2 + ( y − C y )2 = ( Ri* )
i

i

2

.

•

Let line Ls cut the circle at the points: A and B.

•

Equation of the line Ls passing through point C and has slope ni is given by
y − C yi = ni ( x − C xi ) .

•

From (1) and (2), we get two points: A( Axi , Ayi ) and B ( Bxi , Byi ).

•

Draw a tangent on the circle from the point E.

•

If N is a tangent point on the circle, then by the secant tangent theorem

(1)

(2)

EN i2 = EA × EB, where AB is secant of circle that passes through the centre C.
Thus, Ab is the diameter of circle (refer to Figure 2).

Proof:
ENi2 = EAi × EBi = EAi × ( EAi + ABi )
= ( ECi − CAi ) × ( ( ECi + CAi ) + 2 ( CAi ) )
= ( ECi − CAi ) × ( ECi − CAi )
= ECi2 − CNi2 , where CNi = Ri* .

•

Compute V3 = f ( ENi2 || (V1* ⊕ V2 )) mod p. If V3* = V3 , then user Ui is authenticated;
otherwise the login request is rejected.

•

Choose random number rs.

•

Compute V4 = V1* ⊕ rs .

•

Compute SK = f ( IDi || C yi || Dyi || rs || (Vi* ⊕ V2 )).

•

Compute V5 = f (V1* || SK || T1 ).

•

Send message {V4, V5, T1} to user.

•

Smart card computes
SK = f ( IDi || C yi || Dyi || (V4 ⊕ V1 ) || rc )
V5* = f (V1 || SK || T1 )

If V5* = V5 , then the server is authenticated.
The authentication phase is shown graphically in Figure 3.
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Figure 3

Authentication phase
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3.5 Password change
To change the password, the user Ui first enters his smart card into the card reader and
then types his identity IDi and password PWi. System performs the following.
•

Compute the point D = ( Dxi , Dyi ) as
Dxi = f ( IDi ⊕ e ) mod n,
Dyi = f ( f ( PWi ⊕ bi ) || e ) mod n.

•

Redraw line Lc passing the points D and M.

•

Compute Cxi = f ( IDi || e) mod n.

•

Compute C yi by substituting Cxi in the equation of line Lc.

•

Compute HPWi* = f ( f ( PWi ⊕ bi ) || C yi ) mod n.

•

Compare HPWi* with HPWi that is already stored in smart card. If equal, then
proceed; otherwise, terminate the session.

•

Enter new password PWi new .

•

Compute HPWi new = f ( f ( PWi new ⊕ bi ) || C yi ) mod n.

•

Compute the point D new = ( Dxi , Dyi ). as
Dxi = f ( IDi ⊕ e ) mod n,
Dyi = f ( f ( PWi new ⊕ bi ) || e ) mod n.
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•

Construct line Lnew
passing through the points C and Dnew.
i

•

Smart card chooses a point M inew on line Li.

•

Smart card replaces HPWi by HPWi new and Mi with M inew . Hence, the password is
changed successfully.

4

Security analysis of our scheme

In this section, we analyse the security of our scheme for proving that it provides strong
security protection on the relevant security attacks. In the following, we justify several
security attacks protection approach.
a

Replay attack: The replay attack cannot work on our scheme because of the renewal
of V1 = f (mi || C yi || Dyi || T ) and V2 = V1 ⊕ rc at different timestamps T and a fresh
random number rc for every login session.
If an adversary sends a same message {CIDi, V2, V3, E*, T}, then the maximum time
limit exceeds and the server rejects the request.
If an adversary sends the same message at the current time as {CIDi, V2, V3, E*, T},
then the server computes

(

)

IDi = ( CIDi ) ⊕ Ti mod n.
d

Here, the server gets the incorrect IDi. Server can also get incorrect values of points
C and E. Moreover, the server gets the incorrect V1* and Ri* . Thus, the correct value
of radius cannot be computed. Therefore, an adversary cannot pass the verification
process of the server.
b

Stolen smart card attack: An attacker can try to use the stolen smart card of a
valid user after extracting the stored parameters {Mi, HPWi, bi, e, n} by monitoring
the power consumption (Kocher et al., 1999; Messerges et al., 2002). To login
successfully to the server, the attacker has to make a valid login message
{CIDi, V2, V3, E*, T}. However, the attacker cannot compute the valid IDi from
CIDi. Computing the rest of the parameters require V1, which is also protected by the
non-invertible cryptographic one-way hash function and is dependent on C yi and
Dyi .
The parameter IDi is encrypted before transmission on an insecure channel. The
smart card of Ui does not store IDi. Moreover, the attacker cannot extract C yi and
Dyi from the transmitted login message and the known smart card parameters.
Therefore, our scheme provides strong security on the smart card stolen attack.

c

Insider attack: In registration phase, the user submits y = f(PWi ⊕ bi) to server. Since
computing PWi from y involves the one-way property of the hash function f(.), the
insider cannot know the password of the user. Hence, our scheme is secured against
the insider attack.
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Secure in password guessing attack: If the adversary extracts the secured data from
the smart card though physically monitoring its power consumption. He can also get
the authentication message. Let the adversary guess the password PWi. To check the
correctness of the password, the adversary needs the point D as
Dxi = f ( IDi ⊕ e ) mod n,
Dyi = f ( f ( PWi ⊕ bi ) || e ) mod n.

To compute the point D, user IDi is also required. However, guessing the IDi and
PWi in polynomial time is not possible. Therefore, our scheme is secure against the
password guessing attack.
e

Mutual authentication: In our scheme, the user and server mutually authenticate each
other, which increase the security of the scheme. The server and user use their own
secret keys to compute the authentication messages, which are used to verify the
authenticity of each other.

f

User-server impersonation attack: In this attack, upon receiving the transmitting
messages, the attacker may try to impersonate as a legitimate user or server after
generating valid messages. However, our scheme has strong security protection on
the transmitted messages which are justified below:
At first, the attacker tries to compute valid login message {CIDi, V2, V3, E*, T},
which will be authenticated by the server. However, the attacker cannot compute
valid login parameters V2, V3, as they require the knowledge of C yi and Dyi .
Therefore, our scheme provides strong security on the login message.
Suppose that the attacker traps the transmitting message {V4, V5, T1} between the
server and user and tries to impersonate as a valid server to user. The attacker fails to
validate the above mentioned message, as he cannot compute valid V4, V5 parameters
because of unknown parameters C yi and Dyi .
Therefore, the attacker fails to impersonate as a legitimacy entity in our scheme.

g

Session key agreement and verification: It is confirmed that the Ui and the RS
both compute the same session key SK = f ( IDi || C yi || Dyi || (V4 ⊕ V1 ) || rc ) and
SK = f ( IDi || C yi || Dyi || rs || (Vi* ⊕ V2 )), respectively, our scheme during the
authentication phase. The RS computes V5 = f (V1* || SK || T1 ) and transmits it to Ui
through a public channel. Then, the Ui verifies the authenticity of V5 parameter,
which ensures that the session key is verified. Thus, our scheme provides the session
key agreement and verification.

h

User anonymity: In our scheme, the anonymity of a user is preserved. The smart card
sends CIDi = ( IDi ⊕ T )e instead of plain IDi. Due to the discrete logarithm problem,
it is hard to derive IDi from CIDi. Decrypting the message is also not possible
without knowing the secret key d of the server.

i

Stolen verifier: Since the server, neither saves any verification table, nor stores any
entry in its database, no question arises for an attacker to make a way inside the
scheme.
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j

Security against denial of service attack: Our scheme prevents an unauthorised
modification of the password verification information by enabling the smart card to
check the validity of a user before updating. It is impossible to correctly guess IDi
and PWi both at the same time even after getting the smart card of the legitimate
user. The administrator cannot modify the password information in the database,
since there is no server database.

k

Prompt detection of wrong password: If the user inputs a wrong password,
it will perform unnecessary computation and communication. In our scheme,
when a user inputs IDi, PWi, in login and password phases, the smart card computes
HPWi* = f ( f ( PWi ) || C yi ) and compares with the stored HPWi in the smart card. If
someone has entered a wrong password, then the smart card terminates the session;
otherwise, the smart card performs the remaining steps. Hence, entry of wrong
password is detected at the beginning of the login phase by the smart card that
reduces the wastage of communication cost.

l

Friendly and efficient password change: In our scheme, to change the password,
server is not involved to check the validity of the user. However, the smart card first
checks the validity of the original password PWi. To check the correctness of the
password, the smart card computes Dxi , Dyi and C yi using the line DM. Then it
computes HPWi* = f ( f ( PWi ⊕ bi ) || C yi ) mod n and compares HPWi* with HPWi
that is stored in the smart card. If equal, then the password is valid, i.e. the wrong
password is detected before communication. After checking the correctness of
password, the user can input a new password and the smart card computes M inew and
HPWi new and replaces old value with new one, to complete the password change.
Therefore, the password change phase is efficient and there is no chance of denial of
service because the server is not involved in this phase. It also saves the
communication cost between the smart card and server.

m

Known session key security: A unique secret session key is used in each run of the
scheme. If any session key is compromised, it should not have an impact on other
session keys. In our scheme, knowing the session key SK = f ( IDi || C yi || Dyi || rs ||
rc) and the random numbers rc and rs, it is of no use to compute the other session
keys. Since it is impossible to compute the session key without knowing the correct
random values in another session. Extracting any value from the session key is also
not possible due to the security of one-way function. Therefore, our scheme can
provide the known session key security.

5

Performance analysis

In this section, we provide a comparison of our scheme with different related schemes.
The measures of our comparisons are communication cost (Table 1) and security features
(Table 2). For fair comparisons, we assume the following:
•

the identifications and the timestamp can be represented with 32 bits

•

a point in an elliptic curve can be represented with 163 × 2 = 326 bits
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•

the output size of the secure one-way hash functions is 160 bits

•

the size of a random number is 64 bits

•

the size of an exponent result 1,024 bits.

We have presented the total communication cost needed for a scheme to authenticate the
user and server (refer to Table 1).
Table 1

Communication cost in login and authentication phases
User → Server

Schemes

Server → User

Total comm.
cost (in bits)

Lee et al. (2003)

(32 + 32 + 326 + 326 + 326) + (32 + 160)

(326 + 160)

1,720

Chaturvedi et al.
(2013)

(1,024 + 160 + 1,024 + 32)

(160 + 1,024 + 32)

3,456

Chaturvedi et al.
(2013)

(1,024 + 160 + 1,024 + 32)

(160 + 1,024 + 32)

3,456

(1,024 + 160 + 1,024) + (1,024 + 32)

(160 + 64 + 32)

3,520

(1,024 + 160 + 160 + 320 + 32)
+ (160 + 160 + 32)

(2,048)

2,048

Karuppiah and
Saravanan
(2014)
Proposed
scheme

Schemes

Chaturvedi
et al. (2013)

Zhang et al. (2014)

Karuppiah and
Saravanan (2014)

Proposed scheme

Security features
Lee et al. (2003)

Table 2

Mutual authentication

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Efficient login phase

N

Y

N

Y

Y

Efficient password change phase

N

Y

N

Y

Y

Resist replay attack

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Resist insider attack

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Resist user impersonation attack

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Resist server impersonation attack

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Resist stolen verifier attack

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

User anonymity

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Withstand offline password guessing attack

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Session key agreement

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Notes: Y = yes, N = no.

We have presented security functionality comparison of our scheme with other related
schemes under consideration and we have found that our scheme provides maximum
security (refer to Table 2). After comparing the results from both Tables 1 and 2, we have
found that the schemes (Chaturvedi et al., 2013; Karuppiah and Saravanan, 2014) have
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same security features, however they have more communication cost to achieve theses
requirement. This makes our scheme better than other schemes.
Figure 4

Graphical representation of communication cost of various schemes
Communication Cost (in bits)
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Saravanan (2014)

6

Conclusions

In this paper, we have discussed a new remote user authentication scheme based on the
tangent theorem of a circle with RSA cryptosystem. In this scheme we have used points
on a circle to authenticate the user. The radius and centre of the circle are not same for
every user in every login session that provides the unpredictability and prevents different
attacks. It provides freedom to choose and change password to a user at any time. A user
and the sever both authenticate each other to enhance its security. No wastage of
communication cost takes place if the wrong password is entered. The communication
cost is also saved during the password change phase as the server is not involved in
password change scenario. Thus, our scheme provides various security requirements and
saves the communication cost as well.
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